Intermanual interactions in discrete and periodic bimanual movements with same and different amplitudes.
In two experiments we compared intermanual interactions in discrete and periodic movements with same and different amplitudes. In the first experiment there was only a weak amplitude assimilation in first cycles of movements with 1, 3, and 10 cycles, but a strong assimilation in later cycles. Whereas movement times of concurrent short-amplitude and long-amplitude movements were different in first cycles, in the later cycles they were essentially identical. In the second experiment the timed-response procedure was used to study the specification of same and different amplitudes of discrete reversal movements and periodic movements with three cycles. Differences in the time courses of amplitude specifications were only small. In periodic movements a dependence of amplitudes on the preparation interval was seen not only in the first cycles, but also in the later ones. However, in the later cycles the characteristic dependence of assimilation effects and intermanual correlations on the preparation interval was absent. Taken together, these findings strongly suggest that intermanual interactions arise transiently in the specification of both discrete and periodic movements, and that additional kinds of interactions become effective during execution of periodic movements.